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ABSTRACT
Boko Haram insurgency has affected many people in the northeastern part of Nigeria. Many of these victims have migrated to other parts of the country. While some of these people become internally displaced persons (IDPs) in IDP centres or camps, some prefer to migrate to, and live among their ancestral relatives. The latter are referred to as migrated displaced persons. Many faith-based organizations especially churches of the Nigerian Baptist Convention have been making efforts to transform the lives of these displaced people and reintegrate them into the society. The paper reviews some related themes such as terrorism and religious violence, Boko Haram insurgency in Nigeria, jihad, trauma, internally displaced persons, Christian theological bases for humanitarianism, Baptist policy/theological stands on humanitarianism, and religious responses to crisis in transforming lives of displaced people from conflict-affected areas. The paper ends with some recommendations for faith-based organizations and the Nigerian government.
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INTRODUCTION
The world is full of crisis, conflicts and wars. These conflicts arise because of various political, economic, religious and other reasons. Some of these conflicts (like the ones cause by Boko Haram, a terrorist group in the northeast Nigeria) have caused many people to become refugees in other countries, while many others have become internally displaced in their countries. They are often camped in internally displaced persons’ (IDPs) camps or centers where governments, Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs), faith-based and other humanitarian organizations care for them. There is a unique set of people that have migrated back to their ancestral home in Ogbomoso land in southwestern part of Nigeria. The churches of the Nigerian Baptist Convention, a faith-based organization, are making efforts to transform the lives of these displaced people and reintegrate them into the society. Nonetheless, the Convention and researchers that are members of its churches have not deemed it fit to really study and document the roles of the


Convention and its churches in responding to transforming the lives of the displaced persons. This paper aims at reviewing selected literature on related themes such as: terrorism and religious violence, Boko Haram insurgency in Nigeria, jihad, trauma, internally displaced persons, Christian theological bases for humanitarianism, Baptist policy/theological stand on humanitarianism, and religious responses to crisis in transforming lives of displaced people from conflict-affected areas.

TERRORISM AND RELIGIOUS VIOLENCE

Scholars do not agree on the definition of terrorism. Nevertheless, terrorism has been described as “the premeditated use or threat to use violence by individuals or subnational groups to obtain a political or social objective through the intimidation of a large audience beyond that of the immediate noncombatant victims.”3 Historically, the word terrorism was first used during the French Revolution (1789-1799) when it was used to portray the government. Nonetheless, by 1848, people used the word to describe vicious rebels. The connotation of terrorism changed to depict the forceful acts of some organized sets of people, like labor associations, revolutionary, nationalistic groups, and ultra-nationalistic political organizations between the end of the 1800’s and early 1900’s. Finally, nationalism became the major cause for exploits of terrorism. Although, lately, a clear change has already begun as religion becomes the main motive of terrorist thinking.4

Terrorism has been categorised into different forms that “serve to differentiate terrorist organizations according to specific criteria, which are usually related to the field or specialty of whoever is selecting the categories.”5 These include: separatist, ethnocentric, nationalistic, revolutionary, political, religious, social, domestic (home-grown), and international or transnational terrorism.6 However, terrorism has also been classified into three forms. These are demonstrative terrorism that seeks to be known publicly; destructive terrorism, the kind of terrorism that uses threat, harm and death to mobilize support for their course; and suicide terrorism, the form of terrorism where the attackers kill themselves with others.7

It is unfortunate that “terrorism in the name of religion has become the predominant model for political violence in the modern world.”8 This kind of terrorism is a political violence that is inspired by a total belief that a strange supernatural has authorized terrorist violence for the better exaltation of the belief. It is believed that acts committed because of the belief will be forgiven by the strange force and possibly be rewarded hereafter.9 This explains why terrorist attacks are usually linked to one religion or the other.10 This has formed part of what is referred to as religious violence – the occurrences where religion is either the purpose or the receiver of violent behaviors. Historically, the world has experienced a great deal of religious violence.11 These include; the Judeo-Christian Antiquity as referenced in the Bible, Christian Crusades during the Middle Ages, The Order of Assassins in Persia in 11th century, A Secret Cult of Murder in India between the 13th and 19th centuries, modern Arab Islamist extremism in the Arab world that passed through several important political phases during the 20th century, mysticism and rebellion in Uganda that had two phases (the Holy Spirit Mobile Force and the Lord’s Resistance Army) in 1987, and the Protocols of the Learned Elders of Zion that started in czarist Russia.12 Recently, there are ongoing conflicts that involve religious terrorism such as, conflicts between Jews and Muslims in the Middle East, Hindus and Muslims in India, Catholics and Protestants in Ireland, and Christians and Muslims in the former Yugoslavia, East Timor, Lebanon, Russia, and many countries in Africa [particularly Boko Haram insurgency in] Nigeria; and the killing of physicians and nurses by Christian antiabortion groups…. [Worthy of

---

9 Ibid.
12 Martin, Essentials of Terrorism, 131-138.
note are] the 1995 nerve gas attack on the Tokyo subway by Japanese followers of Shoko Asahara in the Aum Shinrikyo sect who were trying to hasten a new millennium, the September 11th, 2001, attacks on the United States in which thousands of civilians were killed by members of the Al-Qaeda organization, and a wave of bombings of civilian buses and public gathering places in Israel by the Islamic Hamas terrorists.13

As indicated from examples provided above, terrorism is a global phenomenon. Nevertheless, a report attributed more than 80 per cent of people that lost their lives to terrorist happenings in 2013 happened in only five countries namely, Iraq, Afghanistan, Pakistan, Nigeria and Syria.14

Apparently, religion in itself is not the problem of terrorism. This writer agrees with Hill and Kimney that opined that the overzealous adherents of religion are the problem.15 All the terrorist acts in the name of religion can be curtailed if every adherent of religion can be tolerant of people of other faiths and be ready to live peacefully with other people regardless of their religious background. One of the most dreaded terrorist groups is the Boko Haram insurgency in the northeastern Nigeria.

**BOKO HARAM INSURGENCY IN NIGERIA**

Boko Haram

The name *Boko Haram*, according to Adesoji, is derived from a blending of the Hausa word *boko* ‘book’ and the Arabic word *haram* ‘something forbidden, ungodly, sinful’ together. Plainly, it means ‘book is sinful’, but its profound meaning is that Western education is sinful, heretical, or ungodly and should therefore be outlawed.16 Although, the real name of the sect is disputed, it is commonly used to refer to a radical Islamist sect in northeastern Nigeria.17 In spite of the fact that Azumah agreed that ‘Boko Haram’ means “Western education is forbidden or sinful” and that the group is “opposed to aspects of Western education because [it believes that Western education] is sinful and religiously forbidden”18. The group had rejected the name for itself as cited in a YouTube video released sometime in 2014.19 In support of this, Cook cited an ideological statement issued in 2009 by Sani Umar who was then a temporary leader of the sect:

> Boko Haram does not in any way mean “Western Education is a sin” as the infidel media continue to portray us. Boko Haram actually means “Western Civilization” is forbidden. The difference is that while the first gives the impression that we are opposed to formal education coming from the West, that is Europe, which is not true, the second affirms our belief in the supremacy of Islamic culture (not education), for culture is broader, it includes education but not determined by Western Education.20

The official name of the sect is *Jamaatu Ahlis Sunna Lidda’awata Wal-Jihad*, which means “Association of Sunnis for the Propagation of Islam and Jihad”21 or “People Committed to the Propagation of the Prophet’s Teachings and Jihad”.22 The sect is referred to as “al-Qaeda’s African ‘monsters’”.23 Specifically, the sect “has ties to northwest Africa-based al-Qaeda in the Islamic Maghreb, Somalia’s al-Shabab, and al-Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula.”24 Apart from linking itself with

19 Ibid.
“Islamic State in Iraq and Syria (ISIS), the leadership of Boko Haram claims today that it wants to be known as the Islamic State West Africa Branch (ISWAB).”\(^{225}\)

**Composition of Boko Haram**

Members of Boko Haram, also called *Yusufiya*, according to Sergie and Johnson, “consist largely of impoverished northern Islamic students and clerics, as well as professionals, many of whom are unemployed.”\(^{26}\) Eniola added that they “comprise university lecturers, bankers, political elites, drug addicts, unemployed graduates, almajiris and migrants from neighbouring countries like Chad and Niger. Majority of them are the Kanuris from the northeastern region [of Nigeria].”\(^{272}\) Furthermore, the sect is not a uniform body that has a cohesive purpose because there are many separate groups within the sect that do not agree with strategies that the sect is using, and these factions also compete for attention and followers.\(^{28}\) Conversely, this assertion of division in the sect may not be accurate.\(^{29}\) Although, this sect is mainly active in the northern Nigeria, its activities are noticeable also in other geographically bordering countries that include Cameroun, Chad and Niger.\(^{30}\) It has not less than 1.5 million followers in different Nigerian northern states.\(^{31}\) It also has “a hierarchical organization that enables them to effectively plan, command and coordinate operations, gather intelligence, maintain security, train and ensure logistics and financial support without being noticed.”\(^{32}\) The sect may not be unified in its operations because, in the views of this researcher, it serves the interests of many people and/or organizations in the region. Each person and/or organization wants to use the sect to outwit the other people and/or organizations.

**Emergence of Boko Haram**

There are many conflicting reports about the emergence of Boko Haram in Nigeria. While many believe that one Mohammed Yusuf started Boko Haram in 2002, which became prominent in 2009 after his extra-judicial killing,\(^{33}\) others argue that “the sect had been in [Nigeria] since the 1970s following the killing of its spiritual leader in Egypt in 1970 by President Gammal Abdel Naseer.”\(^{34}\) Ibrahim noted that the sect was a not political miscreant created by some political leaders, but an ideological group who hate western democracy. According to Azumah, Boko Haram’s origins can be traced “back to the mid 1990s, to a youth group...in Maiduguri...under the leadership of one Mallam Lawal. Mohammad Yusuf assumed the leadership after Lawal left for studies in Saudi Arabia.”\(^{35}\)

Boko Haram has grown into a conflagration that has spread into different parts of northern states of Nigeria and it is “perhaps one of the most well-coordinated mass-destruction religious violence in Nigeria in recent times.”\(^{36}\) Terwase et al were of the opinion that the inability of the northern part of Nigeria to complete its eight years of ruling Nigeria as a result of the demise of the then President Umar Yar’Adua and the ambition of Goodluck Jonathan


\(^{35}\) Azumah. “‘Boko Haram’ in Retrospect.” 55.

\(^{36}\) Ukanah. *In God’s Name*, 249.
from the southern part who succeeded him empowered the Boko Haram sect to become a veritable tool to fight the government of Jonathan and the people of Nigeria. This opinion was originally posted by the Late General Andrew Azazi as cited by Liman and corroborated by Sergie and Johnson. According to Idahosa, it is the belief of many people that, Boko Haram is leading an armed insurgency against corruption, abusive security forces and economic disparity in northern Nigeria security forces and economic disparity in northern Nigeria and feeding off tension that have existed between Muslim dominated north and Christian dominated south of Nigeria. Whichever was the correct account of its emergence, Boko Haram has become one of the most feared terrorist sects in the world. Akande argued that, “The Boko Haram insurgency has been described either as a political or religious problem. The fact that the sect itself claims [to] belong to a particular religion, Islam, and often times attacks Christians makes it more religious than political…. It is the view of this researcher that it is difficult to specifically say what the sect stands for because of the incoherency in its operation. As a religious faction, its “combination of a sectarian agenda with violence is distinctive…. [and] its goal [according to the movement’s rhetoric] is to create God’s kingdom on earth through justice for the poor achieved by the rigid application of Islamic law, or sharia.” As a political movement, it was initially backed by some dissatisfied northern politicians that wanted to use it as influence to perpetuate themselves in power or gain power. It was even alleged that some northern governors made periodic payments to the sect, though it is not clear whether these politicians were in support of the sect or the sect imposed itself on them.

Ideology of Boko Haram

Boko Haram is seen today as a terrorist group. A Sunni Islamic fundamentalist group that wants to encourage strict system of Sharia law founded. It is a fanatic Islamic sect whose fundamental beliefs are different from those held by the majority of conventional Muslims in Nigeria. Superficially, this sect is Islamic, but, operationally, it is criminal and does not have any form of religiousness. It transformed into a Salafist-Jihadist group in 2009. Adherents of the sect believe that their understanding of the Quran is the ‘true’ Islam. They are of the opinion that this ‘true’ Islam is all-inclusive and comprises of all facets of the life of a Muslim in readiness for life after death. They reject Western civilization and its products like education, culture, and modern science.

Among other things, Boko Haram claims to be fighting against: Western ways of life which include: constitutional provision as it relates to, for instance the rights and privileges of women, the idea of homosexuality [sic], lesbianism, sanctions in cases of terrible crimes like drug trafficking, rape of infants, multi-party democracy in an overwhelmingly Islamic country like Nigeria, blue films, prostitution, drinking beer and alcohol and many others that are opposed to Islamic civilization.

Some Terrorist Activities of Boko Haram

Since the demise of its first known leader, Mohammed Yusuf, the sect has killed over 4000 people. It has bombed notable places like Nigeria’s


police headquarters on June 7, 2011, the building of the United Nations in Abuja, Nigeria on August 16, 2011, and many churches and villages mostly in the northeastern part of Nigeria.\(^{49}\) According to Agbedo, et al, “since 2011, Boko Haram had launched its deadliest attacks with such meteoric velocity and clinical efficiency that not only overwhelmed the nation’s security agencies but numbed their response instincts and reduced their alert level to near zero.”\(^{50}\) Sewakpo highlighted some of the activities and attacks of Boko Haram from June 2009 to January 2012.\(^{51}\) The kidnap of over 200 schoolgirls in 2014 made the sect gain wider notoriety in the western world.\(^{52}\) Bombing of villages and sporadic killings of villagers by Boko Haram have displaced many people in the northern part of Nigeria while most of them are camped in internally displaced persons’ centers located in various places in the north.


\(^{50}\) Agbedo, et al. “Socio-psychological deconstruction,” 68.


In Ukanah’s words, one of the effects of religious conflicts in the northern part of Nigeria which Boko Haram has become a major one “is mass movement of people from the affected areas to other areas, states or in the case of the non-indigenes [to] their home-towns.”

A report confirms that, “over a million Christians in Northern Nigeria have become internally displaced or have settled in other areas of Nigeria in search for safety and security.”

Many of these people have come back to Ogbomoso town and vicinity. In fact, “the shock of ‘Boko Haram’ attacks and fear of the group has paralysed parts of north-eastern Nigeria, from ordinary citizens to politicians, the security forces, local journalists, religious leaders and scholars. Many people in northern Nigeria are fearful even to mention the name ‘Boko Haram.’” Since members of Boko Haram sect claim to be propagating Jihad, it is necessary to know more about this concept.

**JIHAD**

A common definition of the word *jihad* is “to struggle or strive [in the way or sake of Allah]” or, as erroneously defined by many people, “a holy war undertaken by Muslims against non-believers.” Boer argued that “the meaning of *jihad* varies greatly among Muslims; it can be violent or peaceful, communal or personal, political or spiritual.” Malik opined that the primary meaning of *Jihad* “is investing effort (in the sense of energy) in order to achieve a particular aim, or to endure an effort (in the sense of a difficulty) caused by carrying out an action or putting a message into practice.”

---


54 Ukanah. In God’s Name, 351.


56 Azumah. “‘Boko Haram’ in Retrospect,” 50.


Having corrected the erroneous belief that jihad is an armed conflict or fanatical holy war, it is worth noting that there are two kinds of jihad – the greater jihad and the lesser jihad. The former is the internal struggle that each person has in order to do what is right and good, while the latter has to do with the outward (which includes military) defense of Islam when the Islamic community is under attack. It has to be noted also that everything boils down to interpretation and application of the Quran by Islamic clerics. The reason is that there are parts of the Quran that give room for such fierce interpretations.

Nevertheless, various terrorist groups (Boko Haram inclusive) have portrayed jihad as a ‘holy war’ they are fighting in the cause of Allah. In contrast, many Muslim scholars have dissociated Islam from such activities. Quoting severally from Hadith, Suberu asserted, “Islam has made it forbidden for a Muslim to kill another Muslim or to kill another person unlawfully.” In fact, Ahmad emphatically declared: “as far as Islam is concerned, it categorically rejects and condemns every form of terrorism. It does not provide any cover or justification for any act of violence, be it committed by an individual, a group or a government.” Therefore, it can be concluded that all terrorist groups claiming to be fighting a holy war of jihad to propagate Islam are doing so erroneously or with other ulterior motives. Such terrorist actions have caused many people to have one kind of trauma or the other.

TRAUMA

Simply, trauma is a deeply distressing or disturbing experience. Among other things, what can result to trauma include: physical and sexual abuse, neglect, bullying, community-based violence, disaster, terrorism, war and the likes. While other injuries can be less evident, but have equally disheartening consequences, seeing dreadful violence and witnessing the bloody outcome can lead to emotional trauma and impact damagingly on psychosocial welfare. Post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) has been identified as the most frequently reported consequence of war exposure.

There are three categories of people that are affected by trauma as a result of terrorism. These categories of people are:

- Survivors of past traumatic events (e.g., refugees of wars, terrorism or torture, and survivors of domestic violence, child abuse or street crime). These individuals may have a heightened sense of vulnerability.
- People who personally witnessed or were victims of the terrorist attack.
- People who experience traumatization from learning of relatives, friends and acquaintances who were subject to the violence, or from exposure to repeated media accounts of the trauma.

While there are many instances of terrorist attacks that have led to trauma both to people that are directly affected and people who are indirectly affected. Boko Haram terrorism has affected many people, and this has led to psychological trauma. A good example of the victims of the Boko Haram terrorism that were emotionally affected were the parents of the Chibok girls who were abducted from school by boko haram terrorists. Unfortunately, there is lack of proper mental health support from the government and other organizations for the affected people in dealing with psychological and physical trauma associated with these Boko Haram insurgents. In the view of this researcher, the government is just playing a lip service to the transformation of the people that are affected by the insurgency, and this has turned many of the affected people to internally displaced people.

INTERNALLY DISPLACED PERSONS

In spite of many debates about who internally displaced persons (IDPs) are, they could be referred to as;

---

60 Martin, Essentials of Terrorism, 142.
61 Hadith is a collection of traditions containing sayings of the Prophet Muhammad.
62 Suberu. “Martyrs or Terrorists,” 133.
65 The Institute for Economics and Peace, 71.
68 See the activities of the Boko Haram insurgency above.
70 “Boko Haram insurgents abducted these girls on the 14th April 2014 in their secondary school in Chibok, a town in northeastern part of Nigeria.”
persons or group of persons who have been forced to leave their homes or places of habitual residence as a result of, or in order to avoid, in particular, the effects of armed conflict, situations of generalized violence, violations of human rights or natural or human-made disasters, and who have not crossed an internationally recognized state border.72

By the end of 2014, there was a record of 38 million people around the world that have been forced to abandon their homes and become displaced within the borders of their own countries.73 Out of these people, 2.4 million live in Nigeria.74 As of 31 December 2015, there was an estimate by the Internal Displacement Monitoring Centre “that there are almost 2,152,000 internally displaced people (IDPs) in Nigeria.”75 These people are displaced mostly by conflicts among various ethnic groups or between governments and minorities of various race, language, culture, or religion.76 Cordell and Wolff identified and explained these four causes or theories “on the different conceptual tools scholars employ in their efforts to explain”: insecurity, ‘greed’, social-psychological motivations and the international dimension of ethnic conflict.77 In the case under study, the root cause of the displacement may seem to be mainly religious78, but there are also political, economic, cultural, historical and other strategic motivations to the cause.79 In fact, an international delegation of Muslims and Christians that visited Nigeria between 22nd and 26th May 2012 subdivided the causes of conflicts in Nigeria into; “religious, political, economic, social/ethnic and legal”.80 Furthermore, additional view of Oduwole and Fadeyi that “Nigeria regularly experiences displacement as a consequence of natural disasters such as flooding or soil erosion”81 cannot be overlooked here. Many people have been displaced by these natural disasters almost on yearly basis.

Many documents have been produced as guidelines for the protection of internally displaced persons. One of such documents is the Handbook for the Protection of Internally Displaced Persons.82 The aims of that document are to:

- ensure staff members are familiar with the core concepts, principles and international legal standards that form the framework for protection work;
- assist staff in operationalizing these concepts, principles and legal standards and in carrying out their protection responsibilities;
- improve understanding of the particular protection risks faced by internally displaced women, men, boys and girls of various backgrounds;
- provide guidance on how to prevent and respond to the protection risks faced by IDPs through a range of activities; enhance staff skills for carrying out protection work; and
- promote a consistent and well-coordinated protection response in different operations.83

“The Guiding Principles Of Internal Displacement” was also published.84 These principles

77 In 2011, Israel Adelani Akanji has submitted PhD dissertation to the University of Edinburgh titled TOWARDS A THEOLOGY OF CONFLICT TRANSFORMATION: A STUDY OF RELIGIOUS CONFLICT IN CONTEMPORARY NIGERIAN SOCIETY.
as highlighted by Oduwole and Fadeyi are: the rights of IDPs and the responsibilities of national authorities; the issue of protection from displacement and the right not to be arbitrarily displaced; the full range of civil, political, economic, social and cultural rights that all persons (including the displaced people) should enjoy, and that special attention should be given to the prevention of contagious and infectious diseases; the issue of humanitarian assistance and services from international organization; and the importance of providing the displaced people with long-term options of voluntary return in safety and dignity to their original place of abode or resettlement in another part of the country, equal access to public services, and assistance to recover the property and possessions the displaced people lost upon displacement or assistance to get compensation or other forms of just reparation.
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CHRISTIAN THEOLOGICAL BASIS FOR HUMANITARIANISM

To be humanitarian is to have concern for or help to improve the welfare and happiness of fellow human beings. The Holy Bible states, “God created man in His own image” (Genesis 1:27). With this assertion, every human being is to be treated with dignity irrespective of the situation he/she finds him/herself. This is the foundation of every other teaching of the Bible about how to relate with or treat other human beings. As a matter of fact, the Bible affirms that whatever a man does to his fellow human being (especially the less-privileged), he does it to his Creator. The writer of the book of Proverbs stated: “He who oppresses the poor reproaches his Maker” and “He who has pity on the poor lends to the Lord” (14:31; 19:17). Jesus Christ reiterated this in His Parable of the Sheep and the Goats in Matthew 25:31-46: “assuredly, I say to you, inasmuch as you did it to one of the least of these My brethren, you did it to Me…. Assuredly, I say to you, inasmuch as you did not do it to one of the least of these, you did not do it to Me” (verses 40, 45).

The exodus of the people of Israel from Egypt and later exile in foreign lands are good examples of migrated displaced persons (see Exodus 13ff and 2 Kings 24:10-16). The people were cared for on their journey to the land of Canaan, and countries that refused to care for them were punished (see 1 Samuel 15:2). Because of these experiences, God instructed the people of Israel not to discriminate against the less privileged and strangers (including those who are temporarily displaced, internally displaced, or forced out of their homeland to become refugees in other countries), rather the people of Israel should take care of, and respond with love and justice to the plight of displaced persons. The writers of New Testament


87 Bible verses used in this dissertation (unless marked otherwise) are taken from the New King James Version®. Copyright © 1982 by Thomas Nelson. Used by permission. All rights reserved.

also re-echoed this.\(^9^\) Taking care of people in needs is even considered the pure religion!\(^9^\)

This statement from a Roman Catholic publication summarizes the Christian theological basis for humanitarianism:

…the Church’s commitment to migrants and refugees can be attributed to the love and compassion of Jesus…. By responding to the divine commandment and attending to the spiritual and pastoral needs of them, the Church not only promotes the human dignity of each human person [made in the image of God], but also proclaims the Gospel of love and peace in situations of forced migration.\(^9^\)

Helping other people is, therefore, considered by Christians as a very vital aspect of their religious obligations.

**BAPTIST POLICY/THEOLOGICAL STAND ON HUMANITARIANISM**

Against the backdrop of the efforts of the churches of the Nigerian Baptist Convention in transforming the lives of the migrated displaced Boko Haram victims in Ogbomoso land, they will be singled out here. The Nigerian Baptists in particular and other Baptists throughout the world believe wholly in the Holy Bible.\(^9^\) Therefore, the Baptists generally believe everything the Holy Bible teaches about humanitarianism. There are some specific efforts of the Baptists in general and the Nigerian Baptists in particular that express their policy and theological stand on humanitarianism, especially in reaction to the issue of internally displaced persons.

In the annual gathering held between 4th and 9th July 2016 in Vancouver, Canada, the Baptist World Alliance (BWA)\(^9^\) encouraged “Christian believers to personally engage with all refugees and displaced persons, generously showing God’s love and care as we demonstrate the sufficiency of God made known through Jesus Christ.”\(^9^\) The body has earlier adopted some resolutions in one of its councils in 2013.\(^9^\) One of the resolutions is about internally displaced persons. Having remembered, recalled and affirmed some of the theological basis for caring for displaced people as enumerated above, the alliance, encourages Baptists to uphold the human rights of all people at all times, including the rights of displaced persons, asylum seekers and refugees; it calls upon governments to uphold universal human rights and develop just and compassionate policies with provisions for:

- access to the protections afforded to displaced persons in the international law including non-discrimination with respect to religious and ethnic identity;
- access to adequate psychological, social, and medical care;
- ensuring that displaced persons whose claim for refugee status has been denied are treated fairly while awaiting repatriation;

Urges governments to use peaceful means to address human rights violations in countries of origin and to pursue policies to strengthen regional cooperation and expand protection of displaced persons;

Encourages political leaders to demonstrate ethical and non-partisan leadership in policy debates on immigration and the global movement of displaced persons; and

---

\(^9^\) Micah 6:8 and James 1:27.

---

\(^9^\) The Baptist World Alliance is a global movement of Baptists sharing a common confession of faith in Jesus Christ bonded together by God’s love to support, encourage and strengthen one another while proclaiming and living the Gospel of Jesus Christ in the power of the Holy Spirit before a lost and hurting world. (See “Baptist World Alliance - Affirmations.” Accessed 15 June 2020. http://bwanet.org/about-us2/affirmations.) The Nigerian Baptist Convention is affiliated to the global body.


Encourages Baptists to act as advocates for displaced persons and to develop plans to respond with compassion and hospitality to the needs of displaced persons.96

As good as this resolution is, there is no qualitative means to know how member bodies of this global alliance are implementing the resolution. Sequel to the prevalent issue of the internally displaced persons in Nigeria, the Nigerian Baptist Convention also as part of the resolutions adopted in its annual session held in Ilorin, Nigeria between 16th and 21st April 2016 called on the government of Nigeria to take some palpable measures to alleviate the plights of the internally displaced persons.97 Unfortunately, such calls have not yielded good result as the government does not see the need to come to the aid of these displaced people. When palliative measures were taken, they usually have political undertone.

RESPONSE OF RELIGIOUS BODIES TO INTERNALLY DISPLACED PERSONS’ CRISIS AROUND THE WORLD

In spite of the fact that religion has sometimes been seen as “a source of great conflict and is popularly presented as a negative social force,”98 and “caution is required at the very beginning of any discussion of religion as a resource... for the resolution of conflicts,”99 many religious bodies have made, and are still making, attempts to respond to conflicts and people affected by conflicts throughout the world and in Nigeria in particular. In a research carried out in a southeastern state of Nigeria, many internally displaced persons that were interviewed “affirmed that most of the services were received from the religious groups and good samaritans, not from the government.”100 There is a situation update in the northeastern part of Nigeria that “the displaced people live in churches, mosques”101 Unfortunately, many of such responses, especially from churches in the southwestern part of Nigeria, are not documented for review.

The World Council of Churches that is considered to be “the broadest and most inclusive among the many organized expressions of the modern ecumenical movement”102 in the world is in the forefront in the efforts to transform the lives of displaced persons from conflict-affected areas. During the council’s Executive Committee meeting held between 7th and 12th February 2014, it issued a statement on rights of internally displaced persons.103 This comprehensive statement has become a blueprint for many churches as they respond to transforming the lives of displaced people from conflict-affected areas. Later that same year, between 20th and 26th November, the council’s Executive Committee issued another statement urging the protection of refugees and displaced persons from the Middle East.104 Earlier, between 22nd and 26th May 2012, the World Council of Churches with The Royal Aal al-Bayt Institute for Islamic Thought105 jointly sponsored an international delegation of Muslims and Christians to visit Nigeria. The visit was “in reaction to the numerous incidents of fierce intercommunal strife which has affected the lives of Nigerians

between 2000 and 2012.” The two bodies later promised to contribute their quotas to peacebuilding in Nigeria.

The Roman Catholic Church, another big Christian body has also responded in many ways to transforming the lives of displaced persons from conflict-affected areas. One of the ways the church has done this is by releasing a document on refugees and forcibly displaced persons in 2013. The purpose of the document is “to direct and raise renewed awareness to the various forms of forced migration and the challenges as a community in welcoming them, showing compassion, treating them fairly which are just a few simple steps to take, yet offer them hope for the future.” This document reiterates the beliefs of the Roman Catholic Church in the theology of charity; the concepts of refugees and internally displaced persons; the rights of refugees and internally displaced persons, and the responsibilities of governments, non-governmental organizations and international bodies to these people; and specific pastoral care to refugees and internally displaced persons. Indeed, this document is timely and germane, not only to Roman Catholics but every Christian and other persons who care about the transformation of the lives of displaced persons from conflict-affected areas. A practical example of church’s response to transforming the lives of displaced persons from conflict-affected areas is what the church in Colombia is doing. According to the report, the Episcopal Church “provides temporary housing, food, medicine and clothing with financial [assistance]” for the displaced persons.

There are many practical ways in which churches in Nigeria have responded to transforming the lives of displaced persons from conflict-affected areas. Gish In 2014, members of Ekklesiyar Yan’uwa a Nigeria (EYN), in Jos, north central Nigeria helped the displaced Boko Haram victims with rented accommodations and food provisions. Apart from this, EYN, which is a faith-based organization is building new houses in safer areas of northeastern Nigeria for families of displaced persons that are not able to go back to their home communities. Such buildings are sited in Masaka, Gurku, Yola, Jalingo, Chinkpa in northeastern Nigeria and two other locations in Jos. The church provided roofing materials, household supplies, seeds for planting and fertilizer for displaced people that can return to their homes. The church also supports the displaced people with finance to start up micro businesses, skills acquisition and provision of equipment and tools to start up their businesses.

Furthermore, in collaboration with the Nigeria Crisis Response and the Mennonite Central Committee (MCC), the Ekklesiyar Yan’uwa a Nigeria held trauma awareness workshops. They also trained additional facilitators to reach more people in their own places. In terms of education of the displaced children, the church runs temporary schools where trained teachers that are also displaced are employed temporarily to teach the children. EYN also supported displaced orphans in their education, and it provides school fees for children in other places where it does not have its self-managed schools. The church also provides medical care in temporary IDP camps, churches, at new relocation centres, and at existing clinics. Undoubtedly, this church has contributed a lot to transforming the lives of displaced people from conflict-affected areas in the northeastern part of Nigeria.

Oduah gave another report of how nearly 2,700 internally displaced persons left government-operated IDP camps in Adamawa State in the northeastern Nigeria because of food shortages and overcrowding and came to St. Theresa Roman Catholic Church, Yola, the state capital, where there was shelter for both Christians and Muslims.

Christian Aid is a faith-based organization that is providing vital, practical and efficient assistance
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where demand is huge, and confronting the consequences of poverty as well as its foundational causes.\textsuperscript{116} Its first humanitarian project in response to the conflict in Benue State in north central part of Nigeria, where it worked with its partners, the Jireh Doo Foundation (JDF) and Anglican Diocesan Development Service (ADDS) Makurdi in responding to the plights of internally displaced persons in the area, is documented in a report it published in July 2015.\textsuperscript{117}

The Nigerian Baptist Convention is also responding to transforming the lives of displaced persons from conflict-affected areas. The Convention has a department that coordinates its social ministry in general.\textsuperscript{118} This department is a replica of an international agency of the Baptist World Alliance (called BWAid) that has been providing relief worldwide “for all who are in need, regardless of race or religion.”\textsuperscript{119} As part of the alliance’s objectives to equip churches for humanitarian services, the alliance produced a directory that contains “a listing of human rights organizations in various countries and territories, regional human rights organizations and international human rights bodies.”\textsuperscript{120}

**CONCLUSION**

Boko Haram insurgency is still ongoing mostly in the northeastern part of Nigeria in spite of the purported claims by the Nigerian government that the insurgency has been decimated.\textsuperscript{121} The incessant insurgency is rendering more and more people homeless. This has caused a hike in the number of internally displaced persons. Many of such people migrate to safer places. As observed in the review above, faith-based organizations are making efforts to transform the lives of these migrated displaced people in the society. While it is recommended that faith-based organizations should continue in their efforts to transform the lives of the displaced people and reintegrate them into the society, the Nigerian government should put in more efforts to safeguard the lives and properties of the citizens so that they, the people, will no longer become internally displaced persons or migrated displaced persons. There is need for further study on finding out more how faith-based organizations are responding to the plights of the people that are affected by conflicts and terrorism especially with documentary evidences.
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